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We have a finite amount of time to engage with customers and prospective customers. And while we would love to ask
them about every aspect of their experiences, we can’t keep them in a survey forever. We have to leave them some time
for other of life’s priorities, although I think we can all agree that marketing research should be life’s #1 priority!

Due to the limited amount of time we have with customers and prospective customers, the open ended question has
found a special place in the marketing researcher’s heart! By asking an open ended question, we allow the customer
to tell us, in his or her own words, how they feel about their experience. However, open-ended questions don’t quickly
translate into simple key drivers or metrics we can use to make business decisions. Quantifying an impact on NPS,
Satisfaction, Re-Purchase, or any outcome measure is much easier with agreement scales or other familiar tactics.

“

BY ASKING AN OPEN-ENDED QUESTION, WE ALLOW
THE CUSTOMER TO TELL US, IN HER OR HER OWN
WORDS, HOW THEY FEEL ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE

”

Through manual coding, or complex coding algorithms that take inordinate amounts of energy to create, we can

group open-ended comments into themes to gain some degree of consistency across comments and examine results
in aggregate. This coding process allows us to then analyze the data by looking at which themes are most frequently
mentioned.

However, what if the items mentioned most frequently represent a “table-stakes” theme? These are the topics that
receive a lot of airtime, but don’t actually impact the customer’s overall experience. What if we generally satisfy our
customers, but then when they mention having to email customer service 10+ times to resolve an issue, it has a major
impact on retention rate.

These considerations throw a wrench into the traditional belief that higher frequency comment themes should be
prioritized over lower frequency themes.

Recently, we’ve been leveraging Quantiment® (Quantitative Analysis of Customer Comments) to help solve for this. Now,
when we analyze coded open-ended themes, we can evaluate the impact these themes have on our outcome measure
of choice – whether it be NPS, Satisfaction, Re-Purchase, or something else – rather than simply relying on frequency.
In some instances, we already have an existing key driver analysis that is based on great attribute ratings and the
associated impact each of these has on an outcome measure. However, what we might find is that it’s hard to add
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context on what needs improvement within each of those attributes to drive scores upward. Quantiment can provide
this additional context, as it examines the relationships between the open-ended themes and each attribute to quantify
the impact of each theme to improve each attribute. This allows us to be more tactical in how we try to affect change
in key drivers, while also incorporating an additional layer of the customer’s voice to bring the story to life.

In addition, Quantiment provides a more useful avenue for optimization. Let’s think of this in the context of a
traditional key driver model. The first step provides a prioritization list that is based on the rank order of impact. The
attributes or themes with a higher associated impact on our outcome measure would be prioritized according to that
rank order.

CASE STUDY: QUANTIMENT® ATTRIBUTE OPTIMIZATION

OUR CLIENT NEEDED TO IMPROVE ITS NPS SCORE AND IDENTIFY THE MOST
IMPORTANT ATTRIBUTES.
We frequently observe that greater frequency of a comment type does not mean greater importance.
COMMENT THEME
Problem was not resolved

FREQUENCY

QUANTIMENT RANK

10

1

5

2

11

3

Agent made errors

8

4

Agent could answer my questions

6

5

Agent lacked sense of ownership

12

6

Did not have easy access to my information

9

7

Refund policy was opaque

3

8

Problem was resolved effectively

4

9

Rep has a professional attitude

2

10

Short wait time before I could speak to an agent

1

11

Agent owned by problem

7

12

Long wait time
Information provided was not clear
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But what if the top three or so drivers are all related to one another, and improving one would result in a corresponding
improvement in the others? Quantiment allows us to account for this overlap in themes, or drivers, to create an optimal
path that gives more “bang for your buck” than just running down the list of most impactful drivers.

Think about this scenario - What if, instead of providing your stakeholders with a list of the most frequently mentioned
themes, you can provide them with a strategy on how to most move the needle on your outcome measure by focusing
on the words of your customers? Quantiment was built for just that!

Open-ended questions really do provide great insights into how the customer feels about their experiences in their own
words. With Quantiment, we now have a streamlined way to convert those insights into strategies.

So, what’s the bottom line? Let those open-ended questions fly!

CHRIS DEINLEIN
As a Senior Analyst, Chris Deinlein offers his clients a fresh perspective on their data. Packaged in a
storytelling bundle, Chris leverages various analytical techniques to bring insights to light.
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